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PROLOGUE 

A CHANGE IN THE AIR 

 There was a change in the air; more subtle than passing from a dream to reality, as 

unnoticeable as an involuntary breath. It was violent, the way it tore through the fabric of space, 

gaping wide enough for a single person to blunder through. This flawed thing, capable of imper-

ceptibly wrenching someone from her world, now lay in wait like a broken promise—and once 

the girl crossed through, she would never find her way back. 

CHAPTER 1 

ESCAPE 

 Grace held her breath and crouched low, ready to escape this wretched place once and for 

all. She ran low, across the empty square, toward the Receiving Booth where the guard, Morton 

sat losing interest in the Gazetteer. If he looked up, she was through. If anyone happened to look 

out the windows, she was through, but she’d timed it right so no one should be near the windows 

this time of day. As Grace drew near, Morton discarded the paper and looked up. She froze, not 

daring to breathe, but rather than at the square, Morton looked out at the street, giving Grace time 
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to dart round the booth and duck into a pocket between it and the wall before it met the gate. Her 

heart pounded contemptuously as she heard Morton stand, chair legs screeching on the stone 

ground and bones popping in his back as he stretched. She pressed thin against the outer booth 

and closed her eyes as he came outside, but she opened them to the sound of retreating footsteps, 

off toward the staff entrance. The strained breath she’d held fell out of her with relief. 

Grace peeked around the stone wall through the iron bars she was still just thin enough to 

pass through. Meal time at the orphanage meant the streets weren’t as crowded as she would 

have liked, but darkness would fall soon and that would help. The lamplighters were making 

their way up the street, leaving two even rows of oily fires burning in their wake. Even with the 

streetlights, a hazy dusk was settling helpfully. Inside Foundling, her fellow orphans were grous-

ing around the dining tables, conveniently distracted. Grace’s stomach grumbled but it would 

have to wait til later for the pocketed apple and stale bread. 

She scanned the street for the right moment, her breath shallow, her heart insistent. Many 

times throughout her fifteen years she’d tried and failed to escape Foundling Hospital—why it 

was called a hospital she never knew, call it was it was: an orphanage. 

At its best, Foundling was a manor house rescuing abandoned children, but mostly it was 

mildewed, crowded and lonely—and lately, it was dangerous. 

Men in wide-brimmed, tricorne hats walked by in pairs, cordially arguing; horse-drawn car-

riages tumbled over the cobblestone road kicking up dirt and desiccated horse dung; a bent old 

man in patchy clothes pulled a cart loaded with pots, pans, wooden spoons, tin mugs clunking 

and clanging behind him. This was what she’d been waiting for. 
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Grace dared a furtive glance back at the orphanage doors and cast herself at the gate bars, 

drawing herself as tall and thin as possible, not terribly hard considering the meagre victuals at 

Foundling. For a petrifying moment, Grace’s head scraped between iron but she clenched her 

jaw, forced her head through with one blunt tug and ran down the steps to the street, hooking her 

hand on the jingling cart and pulling herself in stride behind its back wheel. 

Grace wiped the grimy sweat from her upper lip and forehead, trying to balance between hid-

ing and looking like she belonged. The main problem with escaping an orphanage is twofold. 

The uniform for one: a briefly white but yellowed dress with a mud-brown collar, once-white 

stockings and blackish boots that never quite fit were all a giveaway, but the main issue was her 

age. Children rarely wandered the streets unaccompanied, and if they did, they moved in packs 

and they certainly never wore white. 

Grace glanced around nervously, as yet unnoticed. It wasn’t like Foundling was a mystery, 

people knew it held orphans. The Receiving Booth was evidence enough of that: on any given 

day, an infant-laden basket could be found inside, an anonymous addition, just as Grace had 

been. 

Mr. Brock, Keeper of Foundling had insisted that her parents were dead, but he had no idea, 

really. He’d never told her about the note her mum had left, so what all he was keeping from her 

Grace could never know. She was certain, though, like a small flame kept burning in the window 

of her heart, they were alive. 

Every night since finding her mother’s note, she’d dreamt of them, and that’s when the es-

cape attempts began. 
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The man pulling the cart didn’t once look back but kept trudging along noisily while Grace 

kept in step by the back of the cart with a hand on the side as if she were helping. 

Then, behind a hedge of trees, Foundling passed out of sight. Grace nearly laughed, thinking 

of all the times she’d failed to escape and all the punishment for her willful nature. Those angry 

orphans made to miss meals because of her stubbornness, and the cruelty that ensued. The last 

time they attacked, so many of them had sat on her for so long, she nearly suffocated. If it hadn’t 

been for Marm Baskin admitting a new girl in the middle of the night and brusquely sending 

everyone back to their beds, she might have done. She had no choice but to get away. 

The evening haze shifted from peach to violet and as the man drawing the cart veered right 

onto Marchmont Street, Grace ducked left into a narrow alley. 

“Oi!” came the shout right before she was yanked back by her hair. Through watery-eyed 

pain she twisted round to see Constable Sloan, Foundling’s patrolman bristling like a feral cat. 

His tight, square jaw was framed by a scraggly periwig under a tricorne hat, his sneer crowned 

with pearls of sweat. He and Grace knew each other only too well. 

“You again! Ent ya never gointa learn. Back with ya now.” Remorselessly, he dragged Grace 

by the hair, her feet scudding on the dusty cobblestones as she tried to wrench free. She couldn’t 

go back. She might not survive it. 

People stopped and stared as she fought and screamed, but the constable only gave a threat-

ening jerk of her hair. “Stop it now or I’ll pull it all out yer head, don’t think I won’t.” 

The silent trudge back to Foundling was like an ominous walk to the gallows. The nearer her 

feet took her, the more numb Grace became. So when she stood at the top of the steps at the Re-
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ceiving Booth and Morton raised his cane to give her a thrashing, Grace didn’t even feel afraid. 

Still, she rounded her shoulders, bracing herself for a blow that never came. 

“Hey now, what do you think yer doing?” 

Morton, Grace and Constable Sloan all looked to see a man standing just below them on the 

steps. He was neither young nor old, but wrinkles framed his mouth and eyes, which shone 

bright blue with his tanned skin. 

“Mind yer business,” said Morton. 

“I’ll thank you to mind my business seeing as how it’s got to do with you.” 

“Speak plain, sir, ’tis late and this here vermin has lashes coming.” 

“Are you the director of Foundling Hospital?” asked the stranger. 

Morton laughed with ironic mirth. “Me? Thank the stars, no! You’d be wantin’ Mr. Brock.” 

“Hurry up and fetch him then, he and I have business.” 

Morton froze in frustrated indecision before doing as bid with a thrown order at the constable 

as he went, “See that one don’t scurry off!” 

Soon Mr. Brock was added to the fray, looking oddly polished in his dark grey jacket and tied 

periwig compared to the stranger’s rough spun coat of deep brown and wide-brimmed traveling 

hat faded by the sun. 

The stranger, who introduced himself as Peter Hawkins, had traveled a long ways in the 

hopes of making it to Foundling before nightfall, before they locked the doors. He needed to get 

to Dunstable by morning. This here girl would suit him fine. 
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Some haggling ensued, and before Grace knew it, she was sold for four shillings and five. 

Free of Foundling at last. 

* * * 

“Look, you can run away and chance your life and limb on your lonesome. Or you can stick 

with me and get a reliable bed and meals and see the world some. It’s up to you. And bein’ as 

how I could use small ’n agile hands such as yours for the finer points (beadwork and that),” he 

held up one of his gnarled hands by way of explanation, “and I wouldn’ta mind the company (as 

long as it’s quiet), then I’d prefer you to stick around.” 

Grace looked out at the night black hills spotted with sheep like fallen clouds, her stomach 

still rolling from the sway and bump of the wagon. She’d been traveling with the tradesman Pe-

ter Hawkins, (‘call me Pete’) for hours but they’d stopped on the edge of a forest for a few hours’ 

rest before continuing on to Dunstable. 

He seemed a kind man, but as soon as he began snoring, Grace set off into the woods. The 

urge to escape whispering in her ear. 

Maybe if Grace had known what was to come, she might have turned back. 

The forest was dense but compliant as Grace wove around the dark trees, and for a brief in-

terval, she needn’t think of parents or orphans or future; she could just walk beneath the leaves 

hiding the sky. 
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There was no telling precisely where it happened; where she unknowingly traipsed right 

through the violent change in the air. She remembered that something like a sound had made her 

pause, but no, she hadn’t heard anything. 

The way she’d come lay dark and secret and nothing looked amiss, so she turned and headed 

deeper into the forest, blissfully unaware that the world she knew was gone. 

Deep beneath the surface of Grace’s awareness, something was speaking; a language, hidden 

all her life. A whispering from the trees; an ocean of scent in the air, each telling a story as intri-

cate and clear as a book. There was a canvas of light in every dark corner that her eyes had never 

seen. In one inadvertent step, everything had changed; as if her eyes had opened, though she was 

not yet looking. 

Inhaling the air, crisp and wonderfully clean—so unlike the heavy stench of London, a joyful 

shout rippled in Grace’s belly which she only kept down for fear of waking Pete back at camp.  

In the dark, the moss-wrapped oak stood shrouded in tufts of black fur. An uppity branch 

snagged her hair, pulling Grace to a stop. Backtracking to ease the taut tangle, she coaxed her 

brown strands free without needing to look. Smoothing them straight again, she tucked her hair 

behind her ear and broke off the branch for good measure before continuing on. 

Moving deftly over branch and stone, Grace wandered deeper into the forest, so quiet com-

pared to Foundling. She pinched herself for the hundredth time to be certain she wasn’t dreaming 

and delighted in the crunch of a branch underfoot, a punctuated promise that this was real. 
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The late summer air smelled sweet with pine, metallic with moist soil and there was some-

thing else… Grace paused and drew several shallow breaths, catching a scent like cobblestones 

after the rain. 

Following her nose at first, and then a brightening through the trees, she wound through the 

forest until it thinned into a clearing where a small pond lay so still, each star rested upon its sur-

face as if asleep. 

Two skies with two full moons stared at each other from above and below. All was silvery 

and sacred still, like a place out of fairytales. 

She stood at the edge of the trees, hesitant to expose herself in the glen, but all was safely 

quiet and it was too beautiful to pass up. 

Grace scrunched up onto the bank and used the rare opportunity to peer at her reflection in 

the black mirror. Staring at her from below was a pale, skinny girl of fifteen years with mousy 

brown hair and grey eyes. She didn’t think much of her round face, but she liked her eyes. They 

reminded her of stormy days; not the boring winter drizzle of thin London haze but the exciting, 

wind-lashing storms of summer when she was housed in the countryside until old enough to 

transfer to Foundling. She wondered which of her parents had had stormy eyes, too. Now she 

was free, she’d be able to find out. To find them, somehow. 

Grace stuck her tongue out at her reflection and the girl in the lake did the same. They made 

faces at each other, until a drip of a sound near the moon’s reflection sent her scampering to her 

feet. Grace listened keenly to the stillness, watching the moonlight shine upon the rippling water 
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with sharpening intensity. She looked up to its source in the sky, full and bright, and a tremor of 

fear urged her to run. 

Something was happening. Something was wrong. 

The moon had grown painfully bright, but Grace couldn’t make herself look away. 

Time folded in on itself and a blinding bolt of light surged from the moon, down through the 

sky, straight into her eyes. Grace stood, paralyzed near the pond which glowed just as white as it 

had been black only moments before. 

The world slipped away from her grasp and merged all at once. Sound and sight were lost 

along with all connection to her body. 

She was the air around her, tenuous and vast; she was the water in the pond, smooth and en-

compassing; she was the solid, sturdy earth underfoot but none of it was what it seemed. It was 

all the same. 

Her skin felt electric and suffocating, as if every cell were trying to leap from her body again 

and again. 

Held in moonlight, unable even to scream, Grace’s eyes burned and watered, her scalp tin-

gled and ached as if pricked by a thousand needles. 

It could have been seconds or years, but time finally recovered itself and the night was again 

dark and quiet, the moonlight where it belonged in the sky. 

Everything was exactly as it was, and entirely different. 
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Her mind was moving too slowly, it felt too open, as if there were no filter and every thought 

she could ever think was happening all at once. The world around her was intensely vibrant; too 

spacious, she feared she would fall into it and disappear. 

A part of her mind was frantically telling her that she had been someone, she’d come from 

somewhere, but who and where meant nothing to her. She was more distracted by the constrict-

ing sensation of her own skin. Not painful precisely, but her body didn’t feel like it was hers. Yet, 

the tingling sensation was coming from her limbs. Her cells. That pulsing rhythm filling her was 

her heartbeat. She lost minutes more, or was it years in awe of the sensation of her heart. She’d 

felt nothing like it before. 

If she could, she might have laughed when she realized she had the wind inside of her. It re-

minded her of waves ebbing and flowing effortlessly. She played with pulling a larger wave of 

air inside of her and felt herself grow more expansive: chest broadening, shoulders rising. My 

shoulders, she thought. My body. 

She had the sensation she could stand there forever, as if she had been standing there forever. 

She might not ever move again. Nor did she when the figure appeared out of nowhere behind 

her. 

CHAPTER 2 

NICHOLAS DU PONT 
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 Nicholas du Pont knew every nook, peep hole and hiding place in Highpoint Institution. 

Scouring the place for the last decade or so made him an expert of the grounds. Things around 

the Madhouse functioned like clockwork. He knew when a given patient would be watered, 

drugged or shackled. He knew where to hide to avoid the rounds of nurse Bane as he lovingly 

called the surly Head Nurse, Justine; and where to peep at the exposed intwining limbs of collud-

ing patients or staff. He wasn’t the only one around who had an affinity for sexual proclivity. He 

just got away with it more than most. 

Nicholas had always been an attractive lad, even in infancy; he’d heard tell that everyone 

proclaimed him to be a handsome child. 

“Will get into trouble, that one,” his mother’s hive would say. “Or get someone else into 

trouble.” The scowls would mix with laughter and Nicholas learned early on how to use flirtation 

to his advantage. 

He was always a bit of a different child. Brought up in the upper echelons of British society, 

(his father was Europe’s leading steel baron and an accomplished chemist) Nicholas was well 

educated and highly adept at making himself a nuisance. Lost amidst ten other siblings, (third 

from the youngest) he could get away with much if he was clever about it. He always had a nat-

ural curiosity, which sometimes bled into the sadistic. 

When just six years old, Nicholas knelt in his little white stockings and black suit, lace ruff 

poking out from his collar. In his hands struggled a moth, half the size of his little hand with its 

wings spread. A single pluck diminished it to half the width of his pinky, flopping around on the 
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ornate rug like the grub it once was while he held its disembodied wings under the golden light 

of an oil lamp. He studied the pattern in the wings with admiration, examining his dust-covered 

fingers before smearing them over his eyelids. From beneath his bed, he removed a tin box and 

took off the lid. Carefully, he placed the wings atop the other dozen in his collection, raising an 

eyebrow at how some of the colors had faded. 

Weeks later, he’d forgotten all about the wings when the treasure box was discovered. It be-

came painfully apparent that such trinkets weren’t worth the fuss. 

He wasn’t always prone to mania. Such behavior set in around the time he was eight or so. 

His schoolmates were no longer allowed to come over for playdates once Nicholas’ lashing out 

advanced. He only wanted his friends to see things his way, not too much to ask, certainly. When 

they didn’t, he couldn’t cope and the violence emerged. His father had no understanding whatev-

er of the boy’s strange actions and took to beating it out of him with his cane. Nicholas would 

wail in his locked room, objects crashing to the floor. The walls would be blood-streaked the 

next morning when the maid came in to tidy and Nicholas would refuse to leave his bed. 

Used to getting his own way much of the time, could one blame poor Nicholas for tantrums 

when things went awry? So what if he’d scratched one and bitten another fellow for disagreeing 

with him? He shouldn’t have been ostracized for such minor mishaps, but one by one, the 

schools of London closed him out. 

Though highly intelligent, his education was often spotty. His first two tutors left under pecu-

liar circumstances. One slammed the front door in a red-faced rage, without a word of explana-

tion to Nicholas’ bewildered parents. The other wrote a letter of apology, quoting Nicholas to be 
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a ‘unique and particularly disturbed child.’ The third tutor lasted the longest. Nicholas was prone 

to get along better with females, so his parents instated a woman this time. A nanny borrowed 

from the Chadwicks of High Wycombe, unusually well educated for a woman yet still well be-

haved. It seemed to go swimmingly at first. Always a charmer, he had the tutor wrapped around 

his finger with winning smiles and slicing wit. Eventually though, the precocious Nicholas be-

came too familiar with her. 

“Can I sit on your lap?” nine-year-old Nicholas asked sweetly. He sat alone with Ms. Raegan 

on the olive colored sofa in the study, books piled next to him, one open on his lap. 

“Now that’s not quite appropriate, is it now?” said Ms. Raegan as if cooing to a baby. “Finish 

your Socrates.” 

Nicholas was bored with these tutors treating him like an idiot. In his eyes, Ms. Raegan had 

one thing only to teach him, everything else he could learn on his own. 

She was a plump little thing, with rosy cheeks and a cloud of curly, brown hair always up in a 

messy sort of bun. Everything about the woman was soft: her skin, her eyes, her wit. Despite all 

that, and perhaps because of it, he liked her. 

“I’m bored of Socrates. Knowing you know nothing is a waste of knowledge, if you ask me,” 

said Nic, his head falling back on the soft olive satin. His gaze traced the curve of ornate carv-

ings along the high-arching, dark walnut ceiling, his mind imagining it was something else. 

“No one is asking you,” Ms. Raegan chided with a soft smile. 

“Please? Can’t we study anatomy or french?” Nic coaxed. 
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His tutor eyed him with humor. “Alright then. French.” She stood and went to the chalk 

board, writing out a sentence. 

La seule vraie sagesse est de savoir que vous ne savez rien. 

When she dotted the period upon the board, she spun round and crossed her arms while 

Nicholas read. 

“The only. True. Wisdom,” he deciphered and scowled. “Enough with bloody Socrates!” 

“Language!” Ms. Raegan scolded as Nicholas bolted toward her. 

“Anatomy then!” he shouted, yanking up her skirts and forcing down her stockings before 

she flung him away. 

She left in tears, not daring to look his parents in the eye, and the Chadwicks would have 

nothing to do with the du Ponts thereafter. 

Things mounted thus throughout his childhood. He supposed the last straw for his parents 

was the bloody mess of two opened wrists in a full drawn tub, akin to The Death of Marat—a 

personal favorite, before the budding age of ten. His mother did not see the poetic cadence of his 

act whatsoever and had him committed the following day. She didn’t understand that he’d not 

meant to kill himself, he was angry and moreover, curious and bored. Only one wrist was proper-

ly bleeding. 
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He spent the next seven years in the asylum, during the time when it was believed such mad-

ness could be expelled with brute force. If anyone could get used to such things, Nicholas did, in 

his way. 

His education continued amidst the ‘treatment’ and he was never wanting for books, paper, 

ink, or quills (once he had proven himself trustworthy again with sharp objects). Such things 

were forbidden the lunatics, but being high society progeny had its perks. He had literature on 

astronomy, maths, biology, on the histories, Shakespeare, the Greeks. His favorites leant toward 

the modern, consisting of de Sade’s Justine and Philosophy in the Bedroom and anything by 

Voltaire. Though there was never anyone around with whom to properly discuss his furthering 

education, by the tender age of thirteen he was putting his knowledge to practical use. Attractive 

and clever as he was, he never wanted for company. 

* * * 

At seventeen, he was deemed capable of release, though a brief stint back in society conclud-

ed that he was better fitted to the institution. He lasted decently enough in the confines of his 

parent’s home, but when his appetites drew him outside, beneath the all-encompassing sky, his 

mania bubbled to broiling. When he was distracted by his many transgressions, the mania was 

mostly subdued, and truth be told, he was most often distracted. Turn of the century London was 

brimming with theatre, parties, whorehouses; each rife with irritable intellectuals, fornicating 
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fops and delectable damsels. Although Nic was swiftly banned from the local theatres. He had a 

reputation for ruining the plays by screaming at the players whenever he disapproved of the plot. 

Painted, wigged and bejeweled, he strolled through society, devouring his fill, regaling all 

with horrid madhouse stories. Everyone loved and feared his risqué lunacy. 

The Comte du Roucy, fresh in from Paris threw a masquerade in Nic’s honor. Everything in 

his estate was splashed with white and gold, from sprawling swans to winged cupids. 

Holding his white stallion mask aloft, he sprawled next to Nicholas on a Paris-blue satin set-

tee, their legs entwined, eyes wandering over the intoxicated guests. 

“Do you like your little soirée, monsieur?” the Comte inquired.  

Nic’s eyes roamed lazily over the tangled bodies covering the floor, pressed up against the 

walls. A fountain of a horned Bacchus spewed forth red wine, staining the white togas of three 

vestal virgins red as blood when they leaned in for a drink. They laughed in the spray, drinking, 

kissing and licking the liquid from each other’s lips. 

“It’s certainly good to be back,” said Nic. 

“You don’t get sights like these when locked away in your ivory tower, n'est-ce pas?” 

Nic’s mouth curled in what could have been a smile or a sneer. He watched as a gladiator in a 

golden lion mask carried off one of the vestal virgins, half laughing half screaming in his arms. 

Leaning in close to Nic’s ear, the Comte said, “Tell me, are you down from your tower for 

good?” 
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Nicholas’ eyes widened for the merest of moments, his heart pounding with a fear he wasn’t 

willing to admit to himself. Perhaps the Comte saw his alarm: his eyes were so close to Nic’s 

face, but he was more focused on his lips. 

Languidly, Nic turned his head, tip of his nose brushing the Comte’s cheek. Eye to eye, they 

both smiled. 

“For bad,” Nic whispered, closing the gap between them. 

Only weeks later however, as he ambled down the thoroughfare alone—having driven all of 

his admirers away as he did when he was a boy—his demons descended. The novelty had worn 

off and London was revealed for the filthy mass of endless nothing that it was. To Nic, there was 

no escaping it. Every city was the same. He was nothing more to these people than a feral beast

—the bloodier the better, and they were even less to him. 

* * * 

Nicholas awoke on a patch of damp grass, blinking up at a bright veil of grey sky where an 

upside-down crucifix hovered in mid air. Tilting his head back, he saw it was attached to the 

steeple of a vast marble dome. He blinked a few times to clear his head, realizing he was on the 

grounds of St. Paul’s Cathedral. He rubbed his eyes, noticed blood crusting around his nails and 

laughed sadly. 

The previous night, a dark and pretty marchioness had come to him asking Nic to do things 

to her no one had asked before. They sniffed all the cocaine on hand and found the nearest ab-
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sinth den before stumbling to a dingy upstairs room she’d rented near the Thames. There, he be-

came someone else. Did things even he had never thought to do, all at her request. Short of 

killing her, he looked down at his trembling, bloody hands and tore from the room. 

“Kill me! I brought you here to kill me,” her voice trailed weakly after him as he nearly fell 

down the stairs, praying he hadn’t just left the twisted bitch for dead.  

Dragging his legs up the cathedral steps, he splashed some water on his face from the holy 

fount. When a priest glared at him from the pews, he grinned back wildly, drips of water falling 

from his chin. 

Outside, the grey veil persisted, making the sky bright despite the promise of rain. Nicholas 

squinted against the silver light and began to wander home. The streets were crowded and far too 

loud. Hoards of people passed by on the cobblestone road with eyes slicing him like rapiers; their 

static whispers scratched his name; clopping of horse hooves crashed in his ears—every sight 

and sound twisted and grew, pummeling him mercilessly. In the onslaught, he was so very small, 

the mounting expanse of world looming, impossible before him. No one understood when he 

thrashed against the walls and shook men by their collars. No one knew why he raged and wept, 

and soon police batons released a storm of blows upon him until—he was released into darkness. 

Pain brought Nicholas back from the depths. He drew a sharp intake of breath then groaned 

at the pain in his side. His nostrils burned with the stench of urine and crusted blood. 

He was on a thin, springy mattress and blinked up at high ceilings covered in cracking, 

eggshell paint. Bright light spilled in like tiger stripes from barred windows lining the long hall. 

He turned stiffly to see a row of beds along the wall, some of them occupied, most of them emp-
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ty. Laying his head back on the thin pillow of the Medic Hall, he closed his eyes and chuckled 

deeply to be back in the confines of the Madhouse. He took a deep, painful yet satisfying breath, 

realizing only then that the world outside had been suffocating. 

* * * 

Dr. Rupert Stells, the Director of Highpoint Institution welcomed Nicholas back with an ex-

tended arm which Nicholas sidestepped like a nimble gazelle, despite the bruised ribs courtesy of 

the police batons. 

“Rupert, looking dapper as ever! Miss me?” he said with a dashing grin. Flattery was not a 

dull blade when it came to the director, who used to be lithe in his youth but now looked about as 

dapper as a deflating balloon. His tweed suit fit snugly around the girth of his torso, darkly 

waxed hair clung to his head like a massive spider and pillows puffed beneath his eyes, making 

them beady but still sharp. 

“Familiar as ever, Nicholas,” Dr. Stells scolded humorously, his handlebar mustache rising 

crookedly. “I’m glad to have you back. As are some of the other patients, I’m sure.” 

The smile on Nicholas’s face flattened and he seared in momentary silence. 

“I’m sure,” he said with a curt bow. 

“Nurse, will you see to it that Nicholas is reestablished in his rooms,” said Dr. Stells motion-

ing to the nurse Nicholas privately referred to as Nurse Bane. 

“Of course, doctor.” 
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“Ah, Justine, how I missed your coy countenance,” Nicholas trilled. The nurse wore a prickly 

scowl, toting more brawn than most men. 

“After tea, escort him to my office,” said Dr. Stells. “After his absence, we need to get reac-

quainted.” 

Nurse Bane hovered over Nicholas but he made no move to leave. 

“Mr. du Pont, there’ll be no askin’ twice,” came her voice like gravel. 

The tension between the three of them was brusquely severed as Nicholas erupted into verse, 

letting the burly nurse lead him away. 

“The tyrant calls, so down her halls I’ll come with nimble vice. She bids, at her command I 

come, there is no asking twice!” 

* * * 

Later that week found Nicholas sauntering down the hall toward the director’s office. He ran 

a hand through his wild hair and checked his breath in his palm. In one of his pockets he 

wrapped his fingers around a bracelet of braided twigs and leaves. He’d timed things just so: the 

director would be in a meeting and Cora, his sumptuous secretary would soon be on her tea 

break. 

Nicholas rounded the corner to find Cora staring uncomfortably at Sylv, a skeletal patient 

with malting hair who was waiting just outside the director’s door. Sylv stood rigid, knees nearly 
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knocking with nerves, waiting for the door to open. When he realized Nicholas was there, he 

looked over his shoulder at him with forlorn conviction. 

Nicholas knew that look well. He grimaced and nodded at Sylv. “You have an appointment, 

do you?” 

Sylv wouldn’t meet his eyes and bent his head low. “Yeah. Regular like.” A bead of sweat fell 

from his nose and shattered by his foot. 

Nicholas glanced at Cora who’d been watching him tensely, but suddenly busied herself at 

her desk. Reluctantly, but with effervescent clarity, he let go of the bracelet in his pocket. 

“Shove off,” said Nicholas, shoving Sylv hard in the chest and taking his place in front of the 

door. 

“What ye mean? I’m s’posed to be here. If I’m not it’ll be worse—” 

“Just let me take care of that,” Nicholas urged. “Now go.” 

Sylv’s expression was a mix of trepidation and gratitude before he said, “Thanks mate,” and 

ran off. 

The door opened just as Sylv disappeared from sight and Dr. Stells stood in the doorway, 

looking perplexed. 

“Nicholas, my lad. I was expecting—” 

“I know what you were expecting and I’ve come in his stead.” 

Dr. Stells studied Nicholas suspiciously, his thick brow raised. “And why may I ask would 

you do that?” 
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“I just can’t seem to get enough off you!” Nicholas said with malicious sarcasm, pretending 

not to notice the alarm on Cora’s lovely face. 

“I won’t hear of any of your violence,” warned Dr. Stells, holding up a finger. 

“You won’t get it,” said Nicholas with solemn resolve. He trod over the entryway and, clos-

ing the door behind him he muttered—too low for Cora to hear, “I’ll leave the violence to you 

today.” 

CHAPTER 3 

UNNATURAL MOONLIGHT 

 There was a change in the air, more subtle than passing from a dream to reality, as 

unnoticeable as an involuntary breath, but Grace had noticed. Grace knew the woman was be-

hind her without having to look. 

Danger loomed between them. Grace could almost smell it, sour and prickly.  She blinked, 

her nostrils flared but otherwise, she was tucked somewhere deep inside of herself and couldn’t 

will her rigid body to turn around. 

The woman stood as still as she, only steps away, deadly poise radiating from her body. 

Grace could somehow feel her restraining an urge to attack. 
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For a moment, she saw herself through the woman’s eyes and was afraid. Her hair mousy-

brown had turned winter white, even her eyebrows looked coated in frost. Most startling, Grace 

was nearly glowing. Her pearlescent skin made the glen oddly bright. 

The word Moonlight drifted in the air between them, distinctly followed by: Unnatural. The 

nonverbal words sent nauseating waves through Grace’s stomach. She’d never felt anything like 

it. 

With audible steps, the woman approached, moving with the grace of a stalking lion. At any 

moment, Grace was going to die: death was circling around her like a question and when she 

tried and failed again to move, she closed her eyes against the worst.  

Instead of attacking her though, the woman spoke with a voice like wind through wooden 

chimes. 

“You will come with me, child.” 

Statue cold and far from herself, Grace tried to recoil at the tentative touch of the woman be-

hind her. Then, for the first time, Grace knew what it was to Open Space. 

* * * 

The glen disintegrated before her eyes, a billion tiny pieces of reality crumbled away around 

her and for one suffocating moment, she was nowhere. Compressed in darkness between here 

and there. Just when she thought she would scream, the darkness disintegrated speck by speck to 

reveal a large room with high arching ceilings. 
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As Grace’s eyes adjusted to the light of hanging candelabras, aglow with dozens of flames, 

her mind battled with the impossibility of stone walls replacing forest, the thin air of the glade 

now hanging warm and close. Instead of by a pond, she was standing at the head of a long, 

wooden table which sat very low to the ground and stretched to the opposite side of the room. It 

was crowded with women who at first seemed unusually small until Grace realized they were 

sitting on the floor. Each one was young and beautiful were it not for their grim stares. They 

looked furious and wild as a pack of wolves; as startled as she felt, but dangerous. 

Grace tried to recall how she’d gotten here but something was lost in her memory. Her body 

felt itchy and hot. The firelight uncomfortably warm in the enclosed room. The crisp smell of 

pine and eucalyptus was gone, replaced with a honeyed warmth that made her want to scream. 

Silence pressed upon her chest in rosy flushes as the women’s eyes bore into her. 

“Sisters,” said the woman next to her, and as some of the gazes shifted away, Grace exhaled a 

breath she hadn’t realized she’d been holding. 

“We have in our presence, a new witch. I believe she is born of the Moon.” 

Grace blinked as the silence returned with suffocating ferocity. 

She wanted to say something, to ask a dozen questions but her mind’s eye was filling with 

moonlight. She closed her eyes to protect them from the harsh glare but it shone all the brighter 

against the black of her eyelids. 

A woman’s voice came from across the table, smooth and hot as melted glass. 

“What can you mean?” 
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“I dare not begin to yet know,” answered the woman by Grace’s side. “Yet by the grace of the 

Moon, it is done. And our new sister will be welcomed into the Isle.” 

The last words lingered maliciously, their threat hanging low in the air.  

Grace opened her eyes to fervent scrutiny from everyone present. From the edges of her vi-

sion, a smoky halo began to close in, engulfing the women until they disappeared into black 

light. It shone darkly in every color, stretched rapidly toward Grace and swallowed everything in 

sight. Her knees bent, she saw the ceiling fly away from her, then she sensed no more. 

* * * 

Bad tidings are brought to us with this moon child. 

They speak only of change; good or bad have nothing to do with it. 

Is the moon seeking revenge? 

To what cause? 

Is she dangerous? 

Can you not feel it? 

* * * 
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In the darkness of space, Grace drifted toward the moon. She smiled at its fullness and beau-

ty, but began to struggle as she drew near and its grotesquely gaping mouth opened wider and 

wider until it swallowed her whole. 

Grace gasped and blinked her eyes open. The strange, candlelit room had stone walls and 

drapery red as poplar blossoms. She was lying on the most comfortable bed she’d ever felt and 

wondered for a moment if she wasn’t in some unfamiliar room in the orphanage, but no, that 

didn’t make sense. 

Then her skin crawled with memory and she quickly sat up. 

A woman was standing near the window. Tall, rigid and staring at her. This was not 

Foundling. 

Even though Grace hadn’t yet seen her face, she knew this was the dangerous woman in the 

glen. 

She was slender, with sharp, grey eyes beneath angular brows, pronounced cheek bones and 

marble-like skin. Waves of raven-black hair spilled down the bodice of her dress to the top of her 

skirts, which flowed blue as a river and just as long. There was something wild about her attire, 

less restrictive than London fashion, though more graceful. 

Grace had the disturbing feeling that she had been watching her as she slept. 

The woman’s expression was severe and she seemed to look not just at but through Grace, 

into the hidden parts she herself didn’t even know. 

“Who are you?” Grace asked, her voice steadier than she felt. 

“I am Talora, Queen of the Witches.” 
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Grace blinked. Before she could begin to fathom what she’d heard, the Queen spoke again. 

“Do you know what has happened to you?” 

Grace thought a moment, unsure of anything. 

“No,” she admitted uncomfortably. 

“Do not think,” ordered the Queen. “Can you feel what has happened?” 

Grace looked into the fierce eyes of this woman. The danger she’d felt by the pond had paled, 

but still… She looked menacing. Grace shifted in the bed. 

She tried to do what the Queen requested, feeling foolish, but then… 

“I do feel different,” she said. “Like my skin is alive, but my insides are hallow.” 

“Do you remember what happened?” There was the barest rise in the Queen’s voice. 

“Yes,” Grace said annoyed, though she didn’t know precisely why. 

She didn’t want to think about it. The memories hurt her eyes. “What do you mean, 

‘witches?’” she asked, changing the subject. 

The Queen just stared. “You are hungry,” she said, “I’ll return with a plate.” 

She left in a hushed rustle of skirts without bothering to answer the question, but more than 

annoyed, Grace was relieved to be alone. 

For the first time, she could really consider what had happened. It didn’t seem real. The glade 

had fragmented in a thick veil of white light. She could see herself by the pond, white haired and 

luminous, and felt like she was seeing a different person. Not a person. The sensation made her 

feel abruptly alone. She grabbed a clump of her hair and held it before her eyes, wondering how 

the white strands could be attached to her head. What else of her had changed? She let the 
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strands fall, feeling trapped in her own body. She pinched her arm to be sure she wasn’t just 

dreaming. It ruddy well hurt. 

Grace laughed silently, rubbed her eyes and reminded herself that witches don’t exist. Draw-

ing a deep, spacious breath, she heaved a sigh and looked around. She had to get out of here. 

She eyed the large wooden door without a lock, the narrow, open window. Grace bounded 

over to it to see how far up she was. The large, stone building stretched far down to the earth. It 

was much taller than Foundling: far too high to jump. She scanned the stone walls for footholds, 

searched for a nearby tree, anything she could reach in a leap—but there was nothing. 

She gazed from atop a hill at a vast landscape painted in moonlight, where a deep valley 

snaked between rolling hills and a forest bruised the distance. 

Remembering how generously silent the hinges on the door had been when the Queen had 

left, she was about to check for sounds in the hallway when she noticed the moon. Full and 

bright, it hung suspended in a cloudless sky and all thoughts of escape vanished. The urgency 

she’d felt dissolved into a warm calm blanketing her from the inside. It was soothing and perfect; 

so Grace had no idea why she was sobbing harder than she ever had before. 

CHAPTER 4 

CRACKS IN SPACE 
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 Nicholas stooped in the ‘L’ of the long hallways of Highpoint Institution which lead both 

to the mess hall and the baths. He looked over his shoulder to be sure no one was watching and 

slid down the wall to the familiar spot. Running his fingers along something only he could see, 

he gazed avidly at this inconspicuous thing that forever changed his life. 

The first time he’d noticed it, months ago, something had caught his eye as he’d been pass-

ing, distracting him from the wet moans coming from so many bodies immersed in tubs of icy 

water down the hall. The way the light played at a cracked angle, like a shard of glass catching 

the sun invited him to crouch down and investigate. He sat with his back in the corner, inspecting 

the splinter of light. It was a small crack in the stone, barely noticeable, but Nicholas noticed 

every change in the Madhouse. Nothing escaped his practiced eye. The crack was long and thin, 

about the length of a peacock feather but a fraction’s width. On the other side of the thick, stone 

wall lay the street, crowded with carriages on the busy thoroughfare. He pressed his eye up to the 

sliver to gaze at the passersby but he did not see horse drawn carriages or women bound in 

dresses and capped with hats of the latest fashion. He did not see men in gloves and jackets or 

children skipping to keep up with the bustle of impatient parents. Nicholas drew back and 

blinked. He put his other eye up to the crack in the wall and held his breath. What he saw was a 

field of grass, verdant and emerald green. Above it was an azure sky with sprawling clouds of 

puffy cotton. The field rolled into distant hilltops and curved into a canopy of trees veering off to 

the north. Closest to him, he could see budding wildflowers of white daisies and purple clover. 

He pressed his nose to the opening and inhaled. Beyond the soot and mould, trailing in the air 

above the rat droppings and human urine was the spicy smell of wet grass and sweet pollen. 
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Nicholas sat back and looked down the halls. Larry, the village idiot with a permanent scar 

on his forehead was walking repeatedly into the wall in front of him. Harold sat down a ways 

and was slapping his own face in quick bursts. Nicholas had the urge to do the same. What he 

was seeing was impossible. He took the hint, slapping his own face swiftly as a sparrow’s wings 

until Harold noticed and paused, gave a wild cackle and went running down the hall. 

Nicholas looked again through the crack in the wall and stopped short. It hung at an odd an-

gle. He pressed the side of his face against the stone to get a better look. The crack was, impossi-

bly, not on the wall. It sliced just a hair’s width in front of it. Completely imperceptible unless 

you took the time to press your face into the stones at just the right angle to see the crack hover-

ing in space. 

Nicholas felt the edges of the crack with his fingers. It felt like nothing. Like brick wall. He 

prodded the sliver and dug his fingers into the space it created, trying to pry it open but nothing 

happened. He put his nose to the light and inhaled again, laughing at the daisies and fresh air that 

met his nostrils. 

“There is no wall,” he said, laughing wildly. He stood and ambled down the hall, feeling 

eight feet tall and copiously cocky. 

* * * 

Since that day, Nicholas had gone again and again to the ‘L’ between the two halls, running 

his fingertips down the length of the narrow slit in the wall like an obsessive lover. He fawned 
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over how it hovered just before the wall, grazing the surface; he repeatedly sniffed the crack in 

the brick and reveled in the impossible aroma of wet grass and wildflowers. 

The only problem was that the thing was a conundrum. An impossibility. Proof that he was, 

in fact insane. No sane person would see cracks in walls leading to another world. For the first 

time ever, Nicholas doubted his sanity. 

He kept the secret close but it gnawed at his mind. He couldn’t sleep for the knowledge of it 

impossibly hanging there, taunting him. He smuggled a spoon from the mess hall and used it to 

chip away at the wall surrounding the crack. This only resulted in flecks of brick crumbling to 

the floor, not affecting the crack in the air whatsoever. 

He nudged his fingertips into the small space allotted and could feel the change in the air. It 

was air at the end of summer: crisp, warm and playful. 

He’d never felt tempted to leave the Madhouse since his last unfortunate escapade three years 

back, but the crack teased him mercilessly. He had to find a way through. 

Over the months, he tried scratching at the sliver, forcing his fingers through until they bled, 

nudging it, whispering to it, demanding, cajoling, begging it yield to him but nothing worked. 

The anomaly was driving him crazy. 

Sometimes a thing can only be done with brute force. He doubted it would work but he was 

not above trying. 

From halfway down the hall, far enough to gain speed, he sprinted toward the crack in the 

world, hoping the force of it would gain him entry. Not a man of halves, he didn’t slow as the 

intransigent bricks flew up before him, diving head first into the sliver of light…  
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* * * 

Nicholas awoke some time later not in a field of wildflowers, but in the Medic’s Hall, a ban-

dage wrapped around his head covering the mounting bruises and leaking gash the wall had giv-

en him. He also had a black eye, split lip and was mildly concussed, but the pain came from his 

failure rather than his wounds. 

“Don’t you see?” he told Dr. Stells who loomed over his infirmary bed as a nurse bandaged 

his arm where she’d bled him. “There is a world beyond our own! Reality is not the humdrum 

toil we believe it to be.” Nicholas laid his head back while the sparks cleared from his vision. 

The head of the institution frowned, alarmed by Nicholas’ unusual masochistic outburst. His 

head tilted askew, forming rings around his large neck and his eyes peered through narrow slits. 

He looked like a turtle half out of its shell. 

The nurse gathered the scalpel and gauze and took them away with the bowl of blood. 

“You’re upsetting yourself, and the other patients,” said Dr. Stells. “I can’t have that, 

Nicholas. We need you to be tip top, don’t we?” His smile was like a leaking wound, inducing 

Nic’s good eye to widen with fury. 

“You don’t understand,” Nicholas insisted through a clenched jaw, “There are cracks in reali-

ty.” 

Dr. Stells leaned in so close the bourbon on his breath struck Nicholas, warm in the face. 
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“I need you to behave. The other patients need you to behave. It would be a shame if say, Mr. 

Stokes had to suffer for your whims.” 

“You stay away from Geoffrey!” Nicholas riled in his restraints. 

“Tut tut tut tut tut,” the director cooed as if soothing a pouting child. “That is entirely up to 

you. Still,” he said straightening, “I think it’s time we change your regimen.” 

“What? No you stupid oaf!” Nicholas spat, trying to sit taller in the bed but only managing to 

squeeze against the leather straps. “Of course you would miss the point. Look for yourself. I’m 

not crazy.” 

Dr. Stells went to the doorway, calling to the nurse.  When she came he suggested she up 

Nicholas’s dosage immediately. 

“Look, you meager-minded imbecile,” Nicholas said sweetly, “The irony is not lost on me. I 

am in a mad house, claiming not to be mad and I am mad, in many things—” His manic smile 

vanished and he set the director with an avid stare, “— but not in this.” 

The nurse came in with a syringe and both she and Dr. Stells stood on either side of the bed. 

“I’ll hold him down,” said the director and pinned Nicholas’s arms tighter to his sides. 

“You barbaric idiot!” cried Nicholas. “Listen to me!” 

He thrashed beneath the large arms of the director, kicked his legs beneath the leather bonds 

and squirmed as best he could but the nurse still jabbed the long needle into his arm. 

“No!” his voice faltered as the opium met his bloodstream. “I am not mad!” 

Both parties released him and the nurse went about her business while Dr. Stells stood in the 

doorway and watched as the drug took affect. 
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“The world is not what it seems,” said Nicholas through widening breaths, trying to fight the 

cotton-like heaviness taking over his body. His lips parted and head fell back onto the thin pil-

low. He gazed toward the ceiling where the yellowing paint clouded to blackness and closed his 

watering eyes. 

CHAPTER 5 

BREAKING AND ENTERING 

 Still sporting a black eye from his run-in with the wall, Nicholas sat on Cora’s desk, not 

caring if he creased or rumpled the papers she’d been organizing. A young woman with olive 

skin and brown eyes matching her hair fastened tight in a bun, Cora sat at her desk while doing 

her best to ignore him. She took the ink bottle from Nic’s busy hands and set it down on the op-

posite side of the desk without looking up from her paperwork. 

He smiled at her determination. 

“Old man not in?” asked Nic with a nod toward the director’s office. 

“No,” Cora sighed curtly. 

“At one of his board meetings? Selfless tosser. Leaving you here, all by your lonesome?” 

“With just until tea to finish all this paperwork.” 
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Cora flipped the page she’d been working on and frowned before seeing what she was look-

ing for beneath Nicholas’s thigh. With a moment’s heave of her chest and gaze pointedly avoid-

ing his mischievous eyes, she tried to pull the form from under him. He didn’t budge. 

From beneath her brows, she looked up at him with unconvincing irritation. The winter chill 

had given her cheeks a beguiling blush. 

“Move please.” 

“No,” he said, far too pleased with himself. 

“Come on, I don’t have time for this today, Nicholas,” said Cora, exasperation bleeding into 

her voice. 

As Director of Highpoint’s secretary, it was down to Cora how smoothly or not things pro-

gressed in the institution. She tried to loosen the paper, careful not to tear it. 

“I’ll let you have it,” Nicholas said with a gallant smile as he leaned down to her, “but only if 

you give me a kiss.” 

Cora's soft brown eyes widened and she looked around to be sure no one had overheard. 

“Not here,” she said, trying to resist a smile. “Get up, you fool.” 

Nicholas kissed her anyway, long and passionately. 

As he did, he pulled a small glass vial from one of the many hiding places in his clothes. 

Cora didn't notice as several drops of opium fell into her tea. He left with a flurried turn and Cora 

went about her work, smiling and flushed, sipping her tea. 
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Not long after, Nicholas returned to find her sitting at her desk with a wilting, vacant expres-

sion. Her round lips had parted into a tiny ‘o’ and her buttoned blouse rose and fell steadily. Nic 

swept around her fluidly, his arm encircling her sagging shoulders.  

“There now,” he said, guiding her head gently to the desk, tucking the stray hair behind her 

ear. “Take a little nap.”  

Cora’s eyelids closed, already nearing sleep. Nicholas’s hand lingered over the soft curve on 

the side of her chest for the length of half a deepening breath. 

“What are you doing?” asked a raspy voice from the doorway leading to the director’s 

office.  

Nicholas froze like a fox caught rummaging in the bin, then relaxed when he saw it was only 

Geoffrey, a teenage patient too sweet for his own good, with sleepless bruises beneath his eyes 

and a nervous disposition. 

“Good, you're here. Stand guard will you?” Nicholas ordered cordially.  

“What? Why?” asked Geoffrey shooting an involuntary glance down the hall. 

Nicholas only paused a millisecond before answering.  

“I'm going to peruse the records,” he said with a winning smile.  

If Geoffrey had known Nicholas better he would have seen the glint of something more in his 

eyes. As it was, Nicholas gave him no time to think.  

“There's a chap,” he said before pirouetting to face the office door and disappearing inside. 
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In Rupert Stells’ office stood a fine desk of chestnut, stacked with papers in file boxes. Light 

spread in through the lone, barred window, casting the room in a striped, orange haze, accentuat-

ed by the hearth fire, large and warm. 

Nicholas shivered. He did not make his way to the cabinet where the records were stored. 

Instead, he went to the old man’s bar. It was just a small bookshelf with glass doors Nicholas had 

to squat to open, but inside were no books. His hand hovered in front of three bottles: one clear, 

one red and one amber. He chose the latter, opened the glass stopper and took a swig. 

“Not bad, old cock,” he muttered and took another nip before setting the stopper and bottle 

on the floor. From one of the hidden pockets he’d stitched into his shirt, he pulled out a piece of 

paper. It was square and narrow and folded meticulously. Nicholas unfolded the paper, careful 

not to spill its contents. Holding his breath so as not to scatter the brownish white powder, he 

emptied all of it into the bottle of whiskey. He crumpled the paper and stuffed it back into hiding, 

capped the bottle and swirled the liquid until the powder dissolved. Then he placed it exactly 

where it had been behind the glass and shut the door. 

Leaping up, he skipped over to the filing cabinet and opened a few drawers before coming to 

his file. He opened it and read. 

Nicholas du Pont 

Depraved tendencies 

Violent outbursts 

Nightmares 
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Delusional 

(and written by a different hand with fresher ink): 

Seduces staff. Raves about cracks in the world. Charged a brick wall headfirst. 

Too dangerous for release. 

Nicholas chuckled and put the file away. He considered a moment and then paged through 

the files before he removed and read another one.  

Geoffrey Stokes 

Nightmares 

Nocturnal ravings 

Violent outbursts 

(written with the same fresh hand as before): 

Harmed brother. Retained at bequest of parent. Pursue any treatment required. 

Nicholas stopped smiling, put the file where he’d found it and quietly closed the drawer. 

With silent pounces, he made his way to the door, listened for any warning and slipped out. 
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Geoffrey looked more pale than usual and followed Nicholas down the hall with scuffling 

footfalls. 

“Well?” he asked conspiratorially trailing Nicholas. “What did you find?” 

Without slowing or facing him Nicholas chimed, “They think I’m crazy. Guess I’m in the 

right place.” 

CHAPTER 6 

SPECIMEN 

  

 Somewhere far away a woman lay shackled to an operating table. Her naked skin 

glistened with sweat in the glow of numerous oil lamps. She was motionless but breathing hard, 

the rise and fall of her protruding ribs keeping a steady rhythm. On a nearby table were bottles 

marked “Devil’s Breath,” “Laudanum” and “Camphor.” Next to them lay a piece of wood ground 

down with teeth marks and a small basin filled with blood. Its metallic aroma was mingled with a 

resinous vapor cast from the turpentine surrounding a finely-stitched wound scarring the 

woman’s abdomen like a garish smile. Her face would have been beautiful but for the dark cir-

cles beneath her closed eyes and the cracks upon her peeling lips. A mess of wild hair dripped 

from the wooden table in black waves wet with sweat and blood close to her scalp. The woman 

hiccuped and gasped in rising staccato pulses as she awakened from a stupor. She clenched her 
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fists, jerked the leather straps attached to her wrists. She moaned, deep and wailing and her eyes 

shot open in bloodshot fury to see the two men in ivory smocks standing over her. The taller one 

with dark eyes held a notepad and scribbled endlessly while the shorter, bald one calmly gave a 

verbal report in a dialect she could understand but the words were meaningless to her. 

“Vitals are normal, in fact better than expected. Surgery showed normal physiology and 

could not confirm the data.” 

“And the interrogation?” 

“You received the report on the Devil’s Breath?” 

“Scopolamine, man, don’t be dramatic.” 

“I’m not anything of the the sort. Devil’s Breath is the common name.” 

“I had hoped we strive to be a bit above common.” 

There was a tense pause before the bald man responded with rigid dignity.  

“Maximum dosage lead nowhere. We then turned focus to convulsion therapy with 

Camphor.” 

“Why are you doing this to me?” the woman wailed, tears streaking toward her temples. 

“Tell us where you come from,” said the dark-eyed man, gazing down at her coldly. 

“I don’t know what you mean. I—I don’t remember,” she whimpered. 

“Increase the dosage and let me know if she talks,” said Dark Eyes. 

The bald man followed him to the edge of the room to where all her ears could perceive was 

low mumbling, but she heard them all the same. 
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“We’ve tried that, Rendon and it’s done no good. Wherever she comes from, she doesn’t re-

member. She could be an ordinary woman for all we know.” 

“I saw it with my own eyes, Amahti,” Rendon hissed, leaning down eye to eye. “She materi-

alized out of nowhere. She comes from the other side.” He stood to his full height and leered at 

the woman strapped to the table. 

“I’m certain of it. We’ve caught a witch.” 

CHAPTER 7 

CYANIDE 

  

 It had been one of those weeks. Papers piling up, reports due, money seeping through the 

cracks, patients wreaking havoc, secretaries leaving in disgrace. 

Dr. Stells bustled into his office, calling to the new secretary, whatsername, “Don’t bother 

me!” as his door slammed shut. 

He deposited the handful of files onto his desk, adding to the endless piles and not bothering 

to pick up the few that fell to the floor. 

He crouched in front of his cabinet bar and hesitated only a moment before choosing the 

finest of the three. It had been that kind of week. 
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Taking a crystal glass from the back of the cabinet, he poured some single malt whiskey from 

the glass jar, paused, then splashed a little more before putting all back in its place. He stood a 

moment, one hand resting on the cabinet, helping to bear some of his excessive weight, one hand 

holding the drink. He yawned, long and wide, his eyes watering at the creases. Then he took a 

drink. He looked at the limpid caramel liquid, swirled it in the glass and considered a moment 

before swigging the last of it. He placed the glass on the cabinet top with a clink and yawned 

again for the time it took him to sink into his leather chair. 

* * * 

Since he’d been so gruffly adamant with her, Millie, the new secretary decided to attend to 

business elsewhere. She busied herself with orienting herself with the new grounds. She used the 

privy, walked around the parameter and watched a cardinal on a leafless tree outside as she took 

small sips of laudanum from a small bottle marked: Property of Highpoint Institution. It was a 

mild evening for a change; Millie didn’t even button her coat as she stood beneath the clear sky. 

She twisted up her face after another bitter swallow, nowhere near earshot of the groaning calls 

coming from behind the office door. 

When she went back for her things, she felt certain the boss would be irate if she’d as much 

as said good night, so she put on her coat and left without a word. It wasn’t until the following 

morning when she tapped on his office door that she found the body. 
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CHAPTER 8 

IN CERTAIN LIGHT 

 With the ill-timed death of Dr. Rupert Stells, all of Highpoint was in an uproar. Staff tried 

to keep things quiet, so naturally, the entire institution knew. It only took three hours of excess 

theft, violence and public fornication for the staff to enforce a full compound lock down. The 

Board of Directors were expected to drag their heels over filling the vacant spot but to every-

one’s surprise, (and in record timing) a new director was instated at Highpoint Institution. 

Dr. Francis Eugene, trained in new methods of ‘wit restoration’ applied for the post and im-

mediately began an overhaul of the institutionalized system. Water immersion therapy was regu-

larly augmented to help calm the patients. Snugly covered in white sheets, only their heads ex-

posed, the patients would lie in bath tubs filled with ice-cold water until the fits ceased. Dr. Eu-

gene amped up the practice to include preventative as well as curative measures. Patients were 

also encouraged to take up a hobby, such as gardening, sewing or sport; and purgatives were to 

be used only when bleeding and blistering didn’t suffice.  

Somehow the institution had on the premises a device similar to the wrack. Dr. Eugene had 

been assured no one had used the wretched thing in all the while the staff had been there. Still, he 

disposed of the contraption in a blur of fire in the institution square in what he thought was an 

innovative display. 
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On a brisk September night, he stood, tall and gangly as a mustached heron, dressed in a 

brown overcoat with matching shoes so polished they mirrored the fire. The wrack bristled and 

cracked in the flames, surrounded by any and all able bodied patients to witness. Their breath 

created so many wafting clouds of smoke as they huddled near the fire. 

“The old, primitive practices are done away with hereby,” Dr. Eugene announced in a nasal 

voice to patients and staff alike. “This is a new age. Of reason. Of striving to understand rather 

than simply stifle and punish. You are sick. You are not criminals.” 

The new director leaned in toward a reporter who stood on the edge of the crowd, assuring he 

had taken all he’d said down in his notebook. 

The faces of all the staff glowed somber in the light of the burning rack, except for Justine 

who looked openly dismayed. 

Nicholas, as well as Sylv and his gang watched, beaming. Although Mac, the old man among 

them looked sadly livid. Harold, in his usual straight-jacket sat cross-legged as close to the fire as 

was allowed, passionately rocking back and forth. Some patients hollered, their cries filling the 

air with the rising sparks, though the screams had little to do with the context. 

Along with the other adjustments, it was announced a new schedule would be introduced for 

each patient to begin weekly therapy sessions with the new director. 

In the warmth of the blaze, Nicholas watched as sparks ascended toward the heavens to dis-

appear among the stars. 

* * * 
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Nicholas and Dr. Eugene sat across from each other in the doctor’s high backed chairs, the 

oak desk of the late Dr. Stells between them. With his head askance, the new director was smil-

ing, his fingers intertwined in his lap. Aside from the thin mustache, he was clean shaven and 

sweepingly well groomed, wearing glasses over almond eyes intensely bright in comparison to 

his tailored brown suit. Conversely, Nicholas commanded the puzzling juxtaposition of looking 

both disheveled and debonair. His hair had likely never seen a comb and though he wore the drab 

uniform assigned to all the patients, which was nothing more than a baggy sheet with sleeves and 

buttoned trousers, on him it was somehow fashionable. The young ruffian mirrored the doctor in 

his intwined fingers and tight smile, but his posture differed. The doctor sat rigidly upright, like a 

bird of prey on the verge of flight, while Nicholas lounged, one leg crossed widely over the other 

like a bored prince. Neither one moved for several breaths, both surveying the look of suspicious 

humor sparkling in the other’s eyes. The only sound was the constant patter of rain outside the 

smoggy window and the crackle of settling logs in the hearth fire. 

Dr. Eugene finally blinked. 

“Well,” he said, “Tell me about yourself, Nicholas.” 

“Tell me about yourself, doctor,” Nicholas parroted in the same silken tone. 

The smile on the doctor’s face looked less convincing. 

“That is not how this works,” he sighed. 

“That’s how it’s going to work with me,” said Nicholas. 

Dr. Eugene gave a single dry chuckle with sincere amusement in his eyes. 
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“You know I nearly passed this place over,” he said, surveying the room without really look-

ing. “Nothing much here worth while.” His gaze drifted pointedly back to Nic who openly 

sneered. 

“Then I read your file,” said Dr. Eugene, pleased to see that the comment disarmed the rakish 

young man. 

He paused for emphasis and Nicholas couldn’t help himself. 

“What about my file?” he asked. 

The doctor studied his patient’s face intently before leaning forward. 

“Not long before the premature demise of Dr. Stells,” said Dr. Eugene with a meaningful 

stare at Nicholas, whose passive expression was a tad too rigid, “There was a rather unfortunate 

incident whereupon you ran headfirst into a wall, was there not? Resulting in a myriad of in-

juries.” Dr. Eugene eyed the sooty remnants of the bruise around Nic’s eye. 

“Boys will be boys,” Nicholas said with a flare. 

“And brick is brick,” said the doctor. “Or is it?” 

Nicholas’s flamboyance wavered. 

“Tell me about the cracks, Nicholas.” 

The room held its breath. For half a moment, Nic’s expression was rigid before it recovered 

to his natural amusement and he grinned handsomely. 

“No one believes me about the cracks,” he said. “They’re part of my delusion.” The last word 

he punctuated with widened eyes that made him look truly fit for an asylum. 
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“The question is, doc,” he leaned forward and pressed his fingers in a steeple to his lips in 

feigned concentration, “Why would my delusion matter so much to you?” 

Dr. Eugene tapped his fingers together rapidly as he eyed the paranoid troublemaker. 

With a tone far less mysterious he said, “It is a unique psychosis you have, dear boy. I 

jumped at the chance to study it.” 

“Right,” said Nicholas flatly. 

“So, tell me about it. What are the cracks. Where did you see them?” The doctor flipped open 

a small, crudely bound notebook and hovered a pencil expectantly. 

Nicholas looked down as he considered, then he seemed to relent. 

“I first saw the cracks several months ago,” he said. “They’re obvious if you know how to 

look.” 

The doctor’s eyes were eager as he swiftly scribbled notes. 

“They’re in my brain, you see?” said Nicholas, smugly noting the pencil coming to a halt on 

the page. “More and more each day, the cracks. They get bigger and bigger and I fear soon 

there’ll be nothing left but the space they make.” 

Nicholas studied the doctor’s expression, barely bothering to hide his pleasure in the rigid 

man’s annoyance. 

“Is that so?” asked Dr. Eugene. “This is a frightening malady, indeed. We must see if we can 

prescribe you a remedy.” 

Nicholas lost all pretense and pitched far out of his chair. 
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“What are you hiding, doctor?” he spat. “Since you seem to know all about them already, 

why don’t you tell me about the cracks?” 

“Calm yourself Nicholas, or I shall have to send for the warden.” 

Nicholas clenched his jaw and forced himself to sit back. He lifted his palms skyward as if to 

say, I’m calm and the doctor gave a nod of approval. 

“Tell me honestly what you know about them,” Dr. Eugene ordered. 

Nicholas looked at the doctor in disbelief. He’d always known the cracks were real, but you 

live long enough with people telling you you’re crazy and you start to believe it. 

“They’re not just in my head?” 

Sympathy shone in Dr. Eugene’s eyes as he considered. 

“They’re not just in your head,” he confirmed. “Now, tell me about them.” 

Nicholas shook his head as if jerking away from a fly that wasn’t there. His eyes glistened 

and he drew shallow breaths as he decided whether or not to confide in this man. 

“There is no them, it’s just the one,” he said finally. “It’s like a shard of glass that only glints 

in certain light. Splinter thin, you would never know until you’d seen it. But once you do see it, 

you see that at other angles, it’s larger and…” 

“Go on,” Dr. Eugene prompted. 

“It’s getting bigger.” 

The two stared at each other for a long moment. 

“Where is it?” Dr. Eugene waited for a reply then leant forward in his seat. “Will you take me 

to it?” 
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Nicholas tilted his head back and looked the doctor up and down. “No,” he answered with 

finality. “Not until you tell me who you are and what you want.” 

Dr. Eugene sank into silence, biting the inside of his lip as he studied the young, scrappy man 

before him. With a curt breath and an unconvincing smile he recovered himself. 

“I think that’s enough for one day.” Without another word, he crossed to the door and held it 

open for Nicholas who sat motionless in his chair. 

“Do I need to call the warden?” the doctor asked in a voice like a stale sugar cube. 

Nicholas unclenched his jaw, composed himself and leapt to his feet. 

“Not at all, Mr. Quack, I mean ‘Doctor.’ I’ll be back, of that fact, you can be sure.” Nicholas 

extended his hand to shake but when the hesitant hand of the doctor met his, he kissed it like a 

departing lover and skipped jauntily away. 

“When the doctor’s a big fat quack, all the patients get on the track, we’ve reached the point: 

there’s no turning back. Attack attack attack! Attack attack attack!” 

CHAPTER 9 

KEEPERS OF RECORDS 

 Grace was reaching for the moon but it was just out of her grasp. She was drifting away 

from it in the nothingness of space and if she didn’t catch it, she would float away into darkness. 
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Sweat poured from her, sticky and cold as she flailed in the lack of gravity, trying to seize the 

moon while nothing she did got her any closer. She cried out but the vacuous darkness strangled 

the sound. 

Grace awoke for the second time in a strange bed, gasping. Her yellowed dress clung in a 

damp embrace. Her heart pounded like a tantrumming child. 

A woman was sitting on the floor nearby, bent over a very small desk, writing by the light of 

a single candle lamp. It was still night and the full moon shone brightly outside the window. As 

her eyes focused and sleep lifted away, Grace remembered the woman’s face. She was looking at 

the Queen. A memory resurfaced of the woman materializing by the water next to her, and Grace 

going with her without protest. Why would she do that? 

The question made Grace feel empty, yet oddly full at the same time. Like she was both as 

whole as herself and insubstantial as her reflection. It was so troubling she thought she would 

scream. 

The quill paused, hovering close to the page. The Queen didn’t look at her, but the motionless 

quill was enough to make Grace self conscious. Then it began writing again, smooth and effort-

less, as if it had never stopped. 

“What are you called?” the Queen asked, her words sending a shock through Grace’s body. 

She had the sensation that she’d heard the words not with her ears, but through her skin. It 

seemed like she’d heard them before they were spoken. 

For a strange moment, she couldn’t answer the question. It seemed simple enough but she 

had no connection to any name she could remember. 
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Then she heard her own voice, felt its vibration in her throat but the word wasn’t hers. 

“Lunara,” Grace said. 

She could see herself from the Queen’s point of view: skin and hair white as porcelain, filling 

the dimly lit room with a bright, icy haze; midnight blue eyes shining hauntingly. The Queen was 

standing, Grace could feel her astonishment like a heavy cloak. 

Then as smoothly as it had come, the silvery light faded, leaving the room pulsing in soft or-

ange flame and Grace petrified. 

Her body convulsed in uncontrollable shivers and she squeezed her knees into her chest, 

whimpering. Her heart was racing, deafeningly loud and something horribly unnatural was hap-

pening. A part of her was reaching out from herself, latching onto the Queen and tugging on her. 

Pulling her by the veins. She could feel the Queen’s blood vessels pulsing inside of her, flowing 

through a network like tree roots all throughout her body. The furious shock on the Queen’s face 

was terrifying. Twisting her features into a mask of pain. A pulsing beat reverberated in Grace’s 

ears as the entire room vibrated in static bursts.  

Horrified, Grace gasped as the Queen’s head dropped back and her body fell limp to the 

floor. 

 Grace stumbled to the Queen’s unconscious body. Unable to hear her own voice, she called 

for help, opening the door and shouting into the spiral stairwell. 

A tall woman with wavy, red hair came rushing into the chambers. She brushed passed 

Grace, knocking her aside and knelt by the Queen. 

“What has been done?” she asked angrily. 
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Grace stared in tearful guilt into the woman's furious amber eyes. She’d not meant to hurt the 

Queen. She had no idea what she’d even done. The hatred seething from the woman was petrify-

ing. 

Then the Queen’s eyes opened. She blinked at the woman kneeling above her and then 

looked at Grace with recognition. She was on her feet instantly and looming over Grace, who 

backed away, stumbling onto the bed. The Queen was quick upon her; she made a small circle in 

the air with her mid finger where the finest line of water materialized out of nothing. She touched 

the wet fingertip to Grace’s forehead and a rush of energy merged with her body. For a paralyz-

ing moment, Grace could feel the witch in her every cell but there was no pain. Neither was there 

a distinction between her body and the Queen’s. She could feel every aspect of her; the history, 

the fear and beneath it all there was something else. Minute but within every cell, there was the 

moon. 

With a violent jolt of shame, Grace came back to herself and from far off, she heard the 

Queen say, “Sleep.” The panic faded from her closing eyes and her racing heart was subdued. 

* * * 

  

Something both sweet and salty touched Grace’s nose and stirred her awake. The smell was 

unfamiliar. There was a sound too, like strong winds though the air was still, or was it heavy 

rainfall, though the skies were clear. 
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She sat in shade, leaning against a small, thatched house. As her head cleared and her eyes 

adjusted to the bright sunlight, her first thought was how the grass could be so blue. A wind she 

did not feel was blowing it toward her and sun rays were reflecting off of it like thousands of 

shimmering candles. Squinting, she realized this was not grass. It was water. 

The most water she had ever seen. 

This was the sea. 

She had only imagined the sea before, seen drawings in tattered books, but those couldn’t 

have prepared her. 

It was immense, stretching on and on until it disappeared into the sky. 

Where the water met the land, it curled up into itself and splashed onto pearly pebbles in rau-

cous applause. She grinned like she hadn’t done since before she could remember; a feeling both 

good and strange. 

The Queen was down near the water where several small boats were tethered to a steel pike. 

Her black hair glinted in the afternoon sun as she uprighted an old but sturdy dinghy and inspect-

ed it closely. 

Grace yawned, wondering how she’d gotten here, then flashes of memory burst through her 

mind. Speaking a name that wasn’t hers, what had it been? Feeling an overwhelming energy 

pulsing through her. Pulling on the Queen’s blood and nearly killing her. The rage in the other 

witch’s eyes. Grace shivered. 

What was happening? Her hand wandered absentmindedly to her ankle. 
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Her thoughts felt disjointed; tattered. Not so long ago she’d been sold to the craftsman, what 

was his name? Before that she’d been in the orphanage. In Foundling. Trying to escape ever 

since that night she’d found her mother’s note. 

Quiet as mist, Grace had crept in the flickering firelight of the empty orphanage hall and 

stood before a usually locked door. After weeks of sneaking out to try her luck, when she turned 

the knob this time, it resisted for the briefest of moments before the latch clicked free. She 

paused, listening for any commotion, silently asking the creaky door not to give her away. The 

silence seemed undisturbed so she slowly pushed the door to. The office was empty and dark at 

this late hour, lit only by moonlight streaming in through a single, high window. It was enough. 

The filing cabinet squeaked like a frightened mouse as she opened the drawer but all was quiet as 

she paged through the alphabetized records. She began with the G’s but came up empty until she 

remembered being given a surname when another Grace was admitted last year. Mr. Brock had 

assigned her a name “fittin’ yer wand’rin’ nature,” clearly still miffed by her numerous attempts 

to escape. She scanned the page of W’s until she found herself. At that point, she couldn’t read 

more than her name, but she worked out the rest later. 

Name: Grace Walker #8112 | Received: 17 Dec. 1773 | Notes: 6-9 months. Parents unknown 

That was it. Her identity reduced to three lines. She stared at the letters with unseeing eyes 

when something fell to the ground like an autumn leaf. Grace bent to retrieve a lone scrap of pa-
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per which examination showed to have two holes in it where a pin had likely gone through, and 

exactly three words written in black ink: 

Call her Grace 

She’d stared at the fluid script made, Grace had no doubt, by her mother’s hand. It was her 

lone possession. Something to stare at like a compass if she was ever in doubt of her bearings. 

In the shade of the thatched house, she rubbed her ankle, feeling the scrap of paper inside her 

sock. 

The Queen approached, her light-weight dress and navy traveling cloak billowing gently 

above the stoney beach. Each step of her smooth, brown boots crunched like packed snow. 

If she’d been injured from the night before, she gave no sign of it. The horrible memory of 

seeing this strong woman crumpled and unconscious on the floor sent Grace’s blood fluttering. 

“I can’t stay here. I have to get to London,” Grace said but the Queen gave no acknowledg-

ment. 

“The sun can be aggressive on the waters, so we shall wait until evening to set off.”  

Grace blinked. “Set off?” 

She looked at the unruly water. There was no telling how deep it was. If she fell in she’d cer-

tainly drown, even if she did know how to swim. Which she didn’t. 

The Queen, staunchly confident simply replied, “Yes,” and turned away, walking up toward 

the staggered buildings of the seaside town. 
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Squinting against the bright light, she surveyed the village and called to Grace from where 

she stood, “First, we eat.” 

“I can’t be here,” Grace called. “I need to get to London!” but the Queen didn’t respond. 

Grace followed after her, hurrying to match the Queen’s brisk pace. 

Village was an overstatement. The place was a mix of a dozen or so ramshackle buildings, 

some wooden with gaping holes eaten away by insects and wind; some thatched, leaning at pre-

carious angles which might topple at any moment. Everything looked as though it had been 

abandoned long ago.


“Why are we here?” Grace called, unnerved by the emptiness. The only sounds were wind, 

waves and the lonely cries of white sea birds. 

It was as if time were jumping around erratically. Not long ago, she was alone by a lake, next 

she was surrounded by scowling women, then hovering over the unconscious Queen and now 

here. 

“What’s going on?” Grace demanded and would not take a step further. 

The Queen turned to her with calculating eyes that seemed again to see through Grace’s skin. 

“It was not safe for you at the castle,” she said. “I had an errand I needed to tend to and chose 

to bring you with me.” 

As if that were explanation enough, the Queen continued through the village without another 

word. 

Had Grace been in a castle? That tower had been high, but she hadn’t realized. 

“Why wasn’t it safe?” she called after the Queen but was met only with silence. 
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“What happened back there?” she tried again as the Queen came to a stop in front of a small 

wooden house and stood beneath the driftwood awning. 

Grace joined the Queen at the door just as it opened. A barefoot woman with short, spiky hair 

stood in the shaded doorway. She was dressed in loosely cropped trousers and a tightly wrapped 

tunic, both in light shades of blue. She peered out at them with sharp, minty eyes that seemed to 

light the shadows. There was a silent exchange between the two before the door was opened fur-

ther. She stared as Grace hurried inside. 

They passed through a barren room garnished with a woven rug upon the floor, a spotless 

fireplace, small bed, a single cushion by a very low desk and a shelf mounted to the wall, neatly 

stacked with books. In the kitchen, the walls were lined with wooden shelves, one strewn with 

limp sacks and jars, another scattered with an anthill of loose flour. The woman used her hand to 

scoop something from one of the sacks and threw the contents into an iron pot. Bunches of large, 

copper kelp hung from the ceiling. Little potted plants lined the window cill, one with deep pur-

ple, slippery sea grass, another with tiny orange orbs dripping from miniature branches. The 

woman tore off a handful of purple stalks and two copper leaves from the hanging bunch and 

dashed them into an iron pot, then she plucked some orange berries from the other plant and 

dropped them into three mugs. She placed the pot and another one to boil water above the fire, 

all the while, stealing glances over her shoulder at Grace. 

As the modest meal cooked, she stood in silence, staring blatantly, like a cat eyeing a mouse. 

The Queen seemed oblivious to the tension, but Grace could divert her eyes only so long. 

“Who are you?” Grace asked. 
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The woman shot a startled, sideways glance at the Queen before looking again at Grace. 

“I am Tiburonia. Witch of the Shark.” Her words came out punctuated and meticulous, as if 

they felt strange on her lips. 

“The what?” asked Grace. “You’re a witch, too?” 

With a slight tilt of her head, her piercing stare lasted uncomfortably long. 

“We are all witches here.” She looked again to the Queen. 

“She is… new,” the Queen explained. 

“Seeing as I am new,” Grace ventured, “could you tell me, what exactly is a witch?” 

Grace might well have asked to be skinned alive for the look Tiburonia gave her. 

“We are Keepers of the Natural Order. All life exists because we maintain it,” the Queen an-

swered. 

“How?” Grace asked, shocked to find she had no doubt this was true. 

“I shall consult the Keepers of Records before more is said.” 

An electric silence wavered between them as the water began to boil. 

They dined on sea leaf porridge and sipped the orange-berry tea in silence. It was… a salty 

meal. 

“Do you live alone out here?” Grace ventured after the dishes were cleared. She’d seen no 

one passing in the dusty streets, nor heard any sounds of human life. Witch life, she amended. 

The village seemed deserted but for their host. 

“Yes,” was the only answer, sending Grace to wonder how often the witch had spoken aloud. 

“Where is everyone else?” she asked. 
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With an exasperated air Tiburonia said, “Long ago this was the heart of the Water Clan, when 

The Four reigned.” She might have said more but a glance from the Queen silenced her. 

“The Four?” asked Grace but neither explained. 

“The world was different then,” said Tiburonia, pretending not to notice the Queen’s irrita-

tion. “At times, we have rebuilt and coexisted, but again, as always, all have dispersed.” 

“Don’t you get lonely?” 

Again, those bright eyes studied her behind an expressionless mask. “Many witches live 

alone. We have been solitary creatures for millennia.” 

“The castle is an exception,” the Queen said as she glided to the front door. 

“Why?” asked Grace. 

The Queen regarded her darkly. “It was a school,” she said. “Eons ago.” Grace didn’t miss 

the quick glance between the witches before the Queen opened the door. “It remains a place for 

seekers. And those helping to govern the realm.” 

* * * 

As the sun snuck lower into the sky and splashed the clouds with pink droplets, the Queen 

and Grace set out for their boat. 

“Who was she?” Grace asked after they were far out of earshot. 

“A native of these parts.” 

Grace frowned at the unhelpful answer. “Why did she look at me like that?” 
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“Like what?” 

“Like she wanted to open me up.” 

Something like laughter sprang from the Queen, or was it only the crashing waves? 

They neared the boat and Grace blanched. “I can’t get on that.” The Queen stared stonily, ab-

sent of emotion while Grace weighed whether or not she should admit she couldn’t swim. 

“You will not need to swim,” said the Queen but Grace was not comforted. 

Heaving the boat to the water’s edge and holding it ready, the Queen asked, “Will you stay or 

will you come?” and, despite the nagging terror in Grace’s stomach, she clamored into the back 

of the craft, gripping the side with white knuckles as the Queen pushed them through foamy 

waves. With a fluid hop, the Queen was in the boat, taking her place at the bow. In the moment it 

took to sit with keen eyes glued to the horizon, the dark hues of her skirts had inexplicably dried. 

“How did you do that?” Grace asked, staring at the Queen’s light blue skirts. 

“Do what?” asked the Queen without looking back. 

Grace opened her mouth to speak, then closed it. How did you dry your skirts? She couldn’t 

bring herself to say such a preposterous thing aloud. 

Pristinely white birds with black and orange beaks flew over the shoreline, sending dulcet 

calls through the air. Over golden waters, the dinghy glided steadily onward, bobbing gently on 

the smooth tide that tried and failed to push them back to shore. Grace leaned over the side of the 

hull, searching for whatever was keeping them in motion. There were no oars or paddles, nothing 

other than the worn body of the boat. She sat up and looked in the Queen’s direction, wondering 

if there was something in the front she couldn’t see.  
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“We move because I am coaxing a current from the sea to push us along. I have no need of 

oars,” the Queen said. 

Grace opened her mouth to ask how but closed it again, unable to make sense of what she 

wanted to say. 

There was no land in the distance, nothing but a line of blue. Grace felt all too alone traveling 

to the middle of a watery nowhere. For all she knew, she was being taken out to sea to be hurled 

to the depths. 

“Where are we going?” Grace asked nervously. “Look, I don’t think I should be here.” 

“Oh?” the voice came back to her on the breeze, “Where should you be?”  

Grace had no answer to that. With her parents if they were alive, perhaps in London, but they 

might be nowhere. 

“I should be making my own way,” she decided.  

“Are you not doing so now?” asked the Queen.  

“This is your way,” Grace corrected.  

“Perhaps the two coincide. We shall see.” 

No less frustrated, Grace turned her attention to the water. Beneath the glistening surface, it 

cascaded in shifting shades of blue. The shadows looked like living things and sent Grace’s heart 

fluttering. She traded between looking to the endless horizon and peering into the depths. There 

was something ominous about so much water, but instead of being frightened as she’d expected, 

Grace was elated. The feel of being on top of the water, the boat moving by the Queen’s com-

mand as if it were alive… She inhaled the crisp, briny air, letting it fill her entirely, then exhaled 
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with a satisfied sigh. All her life, she had dreamed of freedom, of the open sky and limitless 

landscape. Cooped up and unable to escape from Foundling, no matter how often she’d tried—

this was like nothing she’d ever known. 

* * * 

The Queen guided the current until the sun disappeared, then let the boat drift with the natur-

al flow. Grace looked behind them. Land was distant but reassuringly in view beneath the dusky 

sky. 

As they sat in stillness, the Queen continued to sit in rigid silence. The peace Grace had felt 

passed from curiosity to an undecided mix of frustration and fear. Before she could ask what they 

were doing there, the rosy water separated next to them. 

Grace stumbled to the opposite side of the boat but the Queen was unruffled. She turned and 

fixed her gaze upon the parting waters. 

A giant, dark creature was surfacing next to them. Grace had a vision of the Queen throwing 

her into the water, feeding her to a sea monster to be swallowed whole. 

An eerie sound interrupted such thoughts. A hollow note, prolonged, then shifting to a higher 

pitch cut off short and echoed into silence. 

“What is it?” Grace whispered. 

“The Keepers of Records,” replied the Queen. “Rulers of the sea.”  
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Another dark grey mass was rising from the water alongside the boat and a cloud of mist cas-

caded into the air. 

“They are called Whales,” said the Queen with fascination. 

The mass shone in the evening light as the Queen leant over the boat’s edge and placed her 

palm upon the water. She closed her eyes and hummed in varied tones as Grace sat behind her, 

stupefied, before edging over to the side for a better look. 

An eye the size of her head surfaced from the blue and peered at the Queen with a look so 

encompassing, Grace suspected the creature could see everything about her; and still the Queen 

touched the water, unperturbed. 

A memory flashed through Grace that she’d forgotten. In it, she could feel the cells inside the 

Queen. The emotions. The moon. 

As the Queen hummed, the giant eye moved to Grace and she suddenly felt eons old and ten-

uous. As if she would live forever or vanish this instant. 

Grace reached over the edge of the boat and placed her hand on the whale’s head. The crea-

ture allowed it, as if it had been waiting for her touch. It’s skin was lined but slick, and not as 

cold as she’d expected. With the contact, Grace’s heartbeat seemed to originate inside her palm. 

Then, she could feel the whale’s massive heartbeat throughout its entire body and hers. For an 

astounding moment, they pulsed as one being as they watched each other. 

Once the Queen’s song finished, the whale turned fluidly downward, its long spine curving 

beyond the water and lastly, the tail lifted out of the sea before disappearing beneath the surface. 

Together, the whales vanished into the depths, leaving Grace and the Queen without a trace. 
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There was stillness as they drifted beneath the waking stars. Quiet. 

Then a sound cut across the silence, rising from the depths and surrounding their little boat. 

Notes poured up from the water, long tones which rose and fell in the most captivating music 

Grace had ever heard. Whale song, sung just for them. It plummeted and peaked hauntingly, until 

eventually, the voices faded into the depths and Grace blinked away tears. 

There was no explanation on the journey back to shore, only silence. For a long while, Grace 

sat in serenity, as if she could still hear the whale song, still feel it in her cells. Then, curiosity 

began to take over. When she couldn’t take it anymore, Grace said, “That wasn’t just music, was 

it? You were… communicating.” 

She was answered only with stony silence. 

“What did they say?” she pressed. 

Still no response. 

Grace was reaching her limit for mystery. 

“I didn’t ask for you to take me to your castle,” she said, her temper rising. “I didn’t ask for 

you to bring me here. I have no idea where we are, what we’re doing, what you want with me, 

you can at least tell me why!” 

Grace hadn’t planned on shouting and it was only in the silence that she noticed their dinghy 

was rocking on waters much choppier than they’d been moments before. She was flung to the 

side and gripped the little boat, terrified of being thrown overboard. 

“Enough,” the Queen said, eying Grace with unconcealed scorn and gripping the boat just as 

avidly until the waters calmed to stillness. 
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She glared at Grace for an uncomfortably long time. Then through the silence between them, 

Grace could hear the whale song again, but it wasn’t coming from the sea. Her eyes widened as 

she realized the sound was coming from the Queen’s mind. The song stretched and droned as it 

had before, but from deep within the tones, Grace heard the meaning: 

The time for the merging of the worlds is at hand. Assist the moon in her plight. 

The Queen offered no further explanation, but with a stern finality merely said, “We will not 

speak of this to anyone.” 

CHAPTER 10 

A WORLD AWAY 

 Along the empty corridors Nicholas crept. He’d been in the Madhouse long enough to 

know the guards’ rounds and he waited around corners to be sure they were well away. Aside 

from the trouble he’d be in for wandering during mealtime, Nurse Bane would sure give a start to 

see him roaming around in the street clothes he’d repossessed from Admissions. 

The low hum of satiated inmates and smell of warm barley soup and baked bread wafted 

through the halls. He found his way to his old place at the ‘L’ of two halls and stared gravely at 

the normal bricks, wondering for the thousandth time if it were all in his mind. But the good doc-

tor’s words returned to him, “There not just in your head.” Dr. Eugene knew about the cracks. 
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He knew a damn sight more at that. Nicholas could no longer risk staying. There was a special 

tool reserved for murderers in Highpoint and a hole in the head was the last thing he required. 

He leaned against the wall and slid down into a crouch and, as always, he was astonished by 

what he saw. At just that angle, a near-invisible crack split the world. It had grown to a sizable 

hole since Nicholas had first discovered it, still smallish but easy enough for him to fit through. 

Pity he’d not known it would grow of its own accord. His head still throbbed at times, courtesy 

of his ramming it full speed into brick. 

Nicholas squatted at the edge, gazing upon a verdant field beneath a clear, blue sky. He 

leaned to the left and the field thinned to a sliver and then disappeared completely; only fully vis-

ible from his position against the wall. The sweet smell of daisies on a cool autumn breeze tick-

led his nose. If he listened hard he could hear the rustling of grass stirred by gentle winds. He put 

his hand up to the barrier and let his fingers slide into the warm sunlight, gave a silent laugh and 

stepped through. 

He shielded his eyes as sunlight splashed upon his face. The air came alive with daisies, 

clover and grass. His disheveled hair tussled in a light breeze and underfoot, the ground was soft 

and green. He turned around and the Madhouse was gone. He couldn’t see the crack at all. 

Nicholas ran. He leapt for joy. He screamed and laughed in relief, like someone liberated 

from his lifelong bonds of insanity. Because he was standing in proof. Running through a field 

where a boulevard should have been was hard proof. Despite the insistence of everyone he’d 

ever known, he wasn’t crazy. 
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After a sensible amount of time celebrating, he turned on the spot to survey the hills of 

patchwork green surrounding him, and set off toward a patch of forest at the base of a craggy 

mountain. A mountain! No bustling thoroughfare, no dirty river Thames. Just rolling hills and 

endless nature. He could be the only man in the world for all it seemed. The forest overlooked a 

valley to the east, where golden flashes suggested water. He decided to stand atop the crest to 

better get his bearings, and just in case he was followed, the trees could give him cover. 

He walked with the freedom of one cured of his past. It didn’t even bother him that he had no 

provisions, nor that he wore only the clothes the asylum had supplied alongside the boots and 

jacket he’d been wearing when he was last committed. 

The world was fresh with autumn, with just the slightest breath of winter on the air. He 

pulled the collar up on his jacket as he skirted the forest and came to a stop above the valley. A 

golden ribbon of water flowed along the valley floor and wound around the nearest hill. Atop the 

highest hill in the far distance lay what might be a castle, but it was too far to tell. He did not 

know it, but inside was a girl more like him than anyone else in this land, with hair white as win-

ter, luminous skin and the power to destroy everything. 

Nicholas traced the line of the river up to the forest and looked back at the craggy mountain 

where a thin waterfall plummeted down the rock face between mossy green slopes. He looked 

back to the field where he’d come through the crack in the world. It didn’t look that far, but he 

chuckled. It was a whole world away.  

END


